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“Sisterhood is not a destination,
but a journey.”
Class of 1980

The Monastery - (The DSG’s outdoor education centre)
Dear DSG parents, friends and alumnae community

W

e are delighted to include our alumnae from
1980, 1990, 1995 and 2000 in this week’s
newsletter. Owing to the current climate, we are unable
to host them for what would have been a weekend
of celebrations and festivities. We hope you enjoy a
little trip down memory lane. Thank you for all of the
old girls who kindly contributed to our special edition
reunion newsletter!

T

here is no denying that we are grappling with
unprecedented challenges amidst huge uncertainty,
but we draw courage from the knowledge that we are
walking this path together. We work and plan, firmly

rooted in our faith and inspired by the knowledge that
this is all temporary. I hope that my letter will provide
you all with an update on how DSG is managing the
Covid-19 pandemic. We are hugely excited that our
campus is soon to start filling up with our delightful,
chirpy, unassuming and on-the-go girls in green, albeit
circumstances will be slightly different to the norm. We
also recognise and pay a tribute to many of the DSG
and St Andrew’s College alumni, who would have been
returning to our campuses this weekend, to celebrate
their 20th , 25th, 30th or 40th reunions!
#DSGhome - DSG’s Online Schooling Programme We
are privileged that we have not lost any academic time
to date, thanks to our ability to continue with online
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teaching and learning. We are proud of and grateful for
the efficient running of our online programme, that is
now in Week 3 of Term 2. Although we all agree that
we would much rather be together on campus, we
are blessed to still have the option to continue with a
model of schooling that is enriching and engaging in
its own unique way, thanks to the remarkable effort,
resourcefulness and resilience of DSG staff and girls.
In addition to the online academic programme, we
have enjoyed success in offering an online cocurricular
programme too, which includes sport, culture, clubs,
interhouse events, performances, assemblies, Chapel
services and community engagement. Over and
above the Guild Facebook page, we invite you to also
follow our DSG Facebook and Instagram pages to see
what is taking place within DSG.

M

oving Forward - Following the latest
announcement from the Minister of Basic
Education, we now have more clarity on the
government’s time frame for the reopening of
schools. We know that Grade 12 and 7 may return
from 1 June, and we are hoping that other grades will
be able to follow shortly thereafter.

C

onsidering that initially, school will not be able to
run in the way we are accustomed, our obligation
is to respond with a smart, compliant back-to-school
model, tailor-made for DSG. A model that will offer
peace of mind to parents about their daughters’
health, and show added educational value to the
online model, that will remain in place until all girls
are back ‘home’ at The DSG. In collaboration with
our family of schools and having taken all aspects
into consideration, on-campus classes and boarding
will commence on Monday 8 June, for Grade 12 and
Grade 7, with all other grades continuing with the
online programme until further dates are confirmed.
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A

s I mentioned, we would like to take time to
reflect on The DSG classes of 1980, 1990, 1995
and 2000. This weekend, 22-24 May, these years
had the opportunity to return to The DSG and St
Andrew’s campuses, to celebrate and reconnect with
our schools and their friends. Reunions are always a
special time of laughter, rekindled friendships and a
reminder of this unique and magical thing that we
speak of, ‘the DSG sisterhood’. It is the incredible
culture of friendship, loyalty, compassion and
boundless energy that finds its way into the heart of
each DSG girl who walks, and who has walked our
corridors. Once a DSG girl, always a DSG girl! We hope
to see you in Makhanda (Grahamstown) in 2021,
where we will celebrate these milestones with you.

“It is the incredible
culture of friendship,
loyalty, compassion
and boundless energy
that finds its way into
the heart of each DSG
girl who walks, and
who has walked our
corridors. Once a DSG
girl, always a DSG
girl!”

T

he DSG has triumphed over unthinkable
challenges during its remarkable history, thanks to
extraordinary people who took extraordinary action
with extraordinary faith. The DSG family is diverse
and resilient. We will navigate this storm together,
and emerge stronger on the other side.
En Avant!
Jannie de Villiers
DSG Head of School
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Reflections from Rev
During this time of uncertainty, prayer is one of those things
that has been instrumental in bringing hope into the lives of
people from different walks of life. When places of worship
were closed due to Covid-19, prayer took on a new meaning
in people’s homes.
Makhanda Prayer 4 Unity, a group of Christians in and
around Grahamstown, has embarked on a journey of intentionally praying for our city and country at large. The
prayers started on Ascension Day, Thursday 21 May and will
continue until Pentecost Sunday, 31 May.
The general public has been invited to join in these prayers,
all that is required is to put aside 30 minutes of your time
daily, in which you may use the prayer points that are provided. This will culminate in a Kingdom Walk on Pentecost
Sunday between 08h00 and 09h00.
Each household participating in the Makhanda Prayer 4
Unity, will be encouraged to go out on their own prayer
walk around their neighborhood during this time, whilst
taking great care to observe Covid-19 regulations.
As you walk, you can pray for the occupants of the places
you pass, such as homes, schools, the university, offices, police stations, shops and fields.
We are trusting God for transformation in our community,
for the protection of jobs, businesses and for all people
from Covid-19.
For those who may want to join us on this worthy initiative,
please follow this link to join the Makhanda Prayer 4 Unity
WhatsApp group: https://chat.whatsapp.com/DrhkOwEQ3j1oT2QA5KUkh. Or contact Ian Sieborger on 073 599 3465
or ian.sieborger@ru.ac.za. The group will be sending out a
maximum of two messages per day until the 31 May.
We continue to pray for ourselves and for each other, during this time.
Love and blessings!

Rev Rachel

“A friend is
someone who
knows the song
in your heart
and can sing
it back to you
when you have
forgotten
the words.”
C.S. Lewis

(Photo (c) Shaun Kitchen
2015, from the Festival’s ‘Foto
Fence’ Competition)
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Term 1
1ggregates
1

GRADE 8
Gemma Badenhorst
Jessica Barrow
Lily
Bowker
Jenna
Foster
Megan Gaunt
Jodi
Hobson
Lucy
Jewell
Kaitlyn Kruiskamp
Elizabeth Lake
Jamie
Marx
Kwazi
Matoti
Zöe
Matshoga
Wendy Mawu
Lathitha Mayaba
Constantina Minas
Loapi
Mokgatlhe
Ashleigh Price
Isabella Rodwell
Marique Stevens
Kanya
Torp Nelani
Jessie
Wheeler
Kirsten White
Kayla
Wienand

GRADE 9
Mia
Babaya
Ella
Boonzaier
Saffron Brown
Laura
Campbell
Holly
Clowes
Alida
De Villiers
Abigail Dixon-Warren
Morgan Herring
Mia
Karimba
Khanyi Khumalo
Emma Kruse
Catherine Leppan
Lelethu Lisa
Estelle Minas
Natalie Morris
Stella
Morton
Sesihle Mrara
Tegan-Lee Parker
Cornelia Rocher
Grace Rushmere
Georgia Stewart
Anne-Marie Sutherland
Lumi lisiwe Tafeni
Robyn Tharratt
Carrey Wiblin
Tyler
Wratten
Nikita Xhanti

GRADE 10
Megan Barrow
Katherine Brown
Derrin Bush
Emily
De Kock
Emma Ellis
Ciara
Frances
Reneilwe Leka lakala
Zanel
Lombard
Erin
Lowe
Khanya Mabandla
Anako Maleki
Simamkele Mgudlandlu
Camagu Mgwedli
Sbonga Nduli
Zenande Nduvane
Khanya Nyembezi
Emily
Orphanides
Erin
Powers
Anda
Ratsibe
Georgina Schaefer
Sage
Thomassen-Holmes
Hluma Xako

GRADE 12
Kelby
Jemima
Katarina
Lilliza
Georgia
Tyreece
Luisa
Olivia
Casey
Esona
Mikayla
Sienna
Georgie
Tamara
Chloe
Kate
Khanya

Barker
Baum
Behr
Bijleveld
Brunette
Burger
Da Molo
De Kock
Deetlefs
Dyantyi
Eksteen
Evans
Gerber
Jack
Lindsay
Long
Lugongolo
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Georgina Mackenzie
Philisa Masito
Erin
Mcnaughton
Leah
Micklewright
Emma Mulcahy
Oyama Mzayidume
Yolisa Ngcola
Libo
Ngwenya
Jessica Paterson
Jemma Quin
Kajal
Ranchhod
Alexandra Rowe
Torva
Sharwood
Duki
Sonuga
Ivana
Stevens
Yonelani Tini
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GRADE 11
Josie
Andrew
Tayla
Barrett
Carmen Beaumont
Stephanie Behr
Jemma Boonzaier
Riley
Cawse
Chelsea Cordner
Savannah Coventry
Sarah
De la harpe
Nikki
Du Toit
Indiphile Duda
Cara
Fisher
Sarah
Floquet
Kristen Foster
Amy
Fowlds
Emma-Jane Gouws
Janet
Lancefield
Rebecca Millard
Vuyo
Motsilili
Jessica Ovendale
Isabella Pinto
Wama Polo
Nicola Shakerley
Nicola Voges
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DSG BIG REUNION 2020
1980 1990 1995 2000

This week we pay tribute to those members of our alumnae who were
due to return to The DSG this weekend, for their respective reunions.
Unfortunately, the Coronavirus had other plans, and as a result, we have
had to postpone our celebrations to 2021.
This week, we dedicate our newsletter to the classes of 1980, 1990, 1995
and 2000. We also reflect on the sisterhood that has stood the test of
time, and the wonderful tales and memories of our beloved DSG, that
have been shared and passed down, from one generation to the next.
For the current DSG girls, your own reunion is imminent. We eagerly await
your arrival, and look forward to seeing the campus brought back to life,
with the unwaivering energy and passion of the girls in green.
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Class of ‘80

RELEASE OF THE PACMAN ARCADE GAME * YEAR OF THE RUBIK’S CUBE * POST IT NOTES GO ON SALE * JOHN LENNON IS MURDERED
* IRAQ AND IRAN GO TO WAR * MOUNT ST. HELENS ERUPS * THE LAUNCH OF CNN * ZIMBABWE GAINS INDEPENCE * RONALD REAGAN
ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE USA * FIRST AVAILABLE FAX MACHINE * ABBA, AC/DC, DAVID BOWIE, BLONDIE AND MICHAEL JACKSON
DOMINATE THE BILLBOARD CHARTS * KRAMER AND KRAMER WINS OSCAR FOR BEST PICTURE * BJORN BORG AND EVONNE GOOLAGONG
* ICONIC MOVIES RELEASED THAT YEAR - THE BLUE LAGOON, 9-5, AMERICAN GIGOLO , THE SHINING AND PRIVATE BENJAMIN

Memories from the Class of ‘80
“My fondest memoriesat DSG we’re seeing all my
friends at the beginning of a new term, and catching
up on all their holiday news.”
“One of the funniest memories that I remember from
my time at DSG, was when I ‘apple-pied’ a friend’s
bed ( bent the top sheet back so when you got into
the bed, your feet couldn’t go down to the bottom
of the bed), and I put the meat from a Sunday night
sausage roll and some Oros in the fold of the bed and
told the person that the house mistresse’s dog had
messed in their bed. (Wish I could remember whose
bed it was).”
Holly Hutchinson-Keip (née Hutchinson) ‘80
“My fondest memory of DSG... friends, friends,
friends...”
Jan Ross (née Mullins) ‘80
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Photos supplied by Tracy McLean (née Mill) ‘80 &
Jan Ross (née Mullins) ‘80
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Class of ‘90
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NELSON MANDELA IS RELEASED FROM PRISON * TIM BERNERS LEE PRESENTS A PROPOSAL FOR THE WORLD WIDE WEB * 1ST WEB PAGE IS
CREATED * DEMOLITION OF THE BERLIN WALL * BEVERLY HILLS 90210 WAS AIRED FOR THE FIRST TIME * PRETTY WOMAN TAKES THE BOX
OFFICE BY STORM * MARGARET THATCHER RESIGNS AS BRITISH PRIME MINISTER * THE PERSIAN GULF WAR KICKS OFF * DANCES WITH
WOLVES WINS OSCAR * TOM CRUISE VOTED SEXIEST MAN ALIVE * WILSON PHILLIPS, ROXETTE, MADONNA, MARIAH CAREY AND SINEAD O
CONNOR DOMINATE THE BILLBOARD CHARTS * MARTINA NAVRATILOVA AND STEFAN EDBERG WIN WIMBLEDON CHAMPTIONSHIP

Memories from the Class of ‘90
“During a thunderstorm one afternoon a group of us decided to be a
bit crazy and run down to the swimming pool and jump in with our
uniforms. Needless to say Mr Wynne was waiting for us and gave us
a lecture about being irresponsible. It was worth it!”
I loved boarding school. I made the best friends and I can honestly
say they were some of the best years of my life!
Cara Steward (née Southy) ‘90

Sister’s Kim Nel and Ashleigh Sanderson (both née Southgate) were due to
celebrate their 30 and 25 year reunions
this year.
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Class of ‘95
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SOUTH AFRICA WIN WORLD CUP RUGBY * WINDOWS ‘95 IS RELEASED * THE DVD IS PUT ON THE MARKET * EBAY IS LAUNCHED * THE TOY
STORY FRANCHISE MAKES ITS DEBUT * OJ SIMPSON’S MURDER TRIAL - VERDICT “NOT GUILTY’ * OKLAHOMA BOMBING * BRAVEHEART
WINS OSCAR FOR BEST PICTURE * BOYS II MEN, BRYAN ADAMS, SHAGGY, TLC, BON JOVI, SEAL AND MADONNA DOMINATE THE CHARTS *
BRAD PITT NAMED SEXIEST MAN ALIVE * PETE SAMPRAS AND STEFFI GRAFF WIN WIMBLEDON * HANSIE CRONJE CAPTAIN OF PROTEAS
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Memories from the class of ‘95
“One of the College boys was bust streaking, he was tied to one of
the library pillars completely starkers. He spent the night in full view
of the oggling Espin standard sixes. Someone kindly put a blazer on
him to protect his modesty, but we all walked passed him on the way
to breakfast. It created much excitement!”
“Mrs Hummel used to put a balloon in between any young couples
looking too cozy at the socials”
“One of the Crewe girls sprinting to the Chapel during the Rugby
World Cup Final in 1995 to pray for a win - she obviously did a good
job!”
“A very inventive Crewe classmate, used to come up with the most
amazing inventions, one being a contraption she used to use involving a piece of string and a teaspoon to turn her light.”
Cara Ferrar (née Henderson) ‘95
“The excitement of K-DAY, the cheerleading, the crowds - it brings
back very special memories”
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Class of ‘00
THE WORLD DID NOT COME TO AN END WITH Y2K * SYDNEY OLYMPICS * WINDOWS 2000 IS RELEASED * ALLY G BECOMES A MEGA STAR *
THE YEAR OF MAD COW DISEASE * THE BIRTH OF REALITY TV WITH SURVIVOR AND BIG BROTHER * BRAD AND JEN HOOK UP * THE ONLY
GAME YOU COULD PLAY ON YOUR PHONE WAS SNAKE * PETE SAMPRAS AND VENUS WILLIAMS WIN WIMBLEDON * BRAD PITT IS ONCE
AGAIN VOTED THE SEXIEST MAN ALIVE * NSYNC, EMINEM, U2, OUTKAST AND THE BACKSTREET BOYS DOMINATE THE BILLBOARD CHARTS

Beautiful memories of an incredible school and community. By
far some of my most special memories with friendships that will
last forever. I remember eating chutney with EVERYTHING and
tucking into weekend pies. Satuday sports days watching endless
rugby
& hockey matches were always a highlight as were the dances, half
terms & annual Grahamstown Festival.
What a very special school that I’m fortunate to have called home
for 4yrs.
Jenna Walding (nee du Plessis)
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The dining hall...

22 May 2020

“On a fortnightly basis, we would rush to the enormous
pin-board outside the dining hall, to find our names on the
dining hall seating plan. The big question was, “where am
I sitting and with who?” Fingers always crossed that you
did not get put at the dreaded top table. This meant you
had to sit and make small talk with the teacher on duty,
three times a day. When allocated to the top table, you
literally put your hands up and accepted that you would
be the sacrificial lamb. There was no chance of bunking,
you tended to lose out on the weekly gossip as conversation had to be intelligent and eloquent and you would
find yourself put under pressure when asked to say grace.
Fortunately for me, I think I was only allocated to top table
once in all my five years, which I am hoping was owing to
excellent good fortune and not because of a lack of knowledge of world politics or my constant use of the words
‘like’ and ‘awesome’.”
Victoria Mallett (née Boucher) ‘95

“As tradition would have it, a standard 6 was
the ‘dog’s body’. They sat at the end of the table, got last dibs on the food, had to deliver the
feast to the table and clear the dirty dishes. As
each year went by, you looked forward to the
promotion. Gradually you moved one seat closer to the head of the table, which meant ‘the
good life’ and the freedom to decide whether
to keep the skin on the custard or to stir it in!”
Victoria Mallett (née Boucher) ‘95
“Favourite dessert was “elephant droppings”
and custard.”
Cara Steward (née Southy) ‘90
“Fridays steamed fish was too disgusting for
words! Elephant droppings was stodgy, but delicious!”
Jan Ross (née Mullins) ‘80
“My favourite meal at DSG used to be the puddings, and the WORST MEAL was the boiled
fish on a Friday. I still feel ill if I smell fish being
boiled.”
Holly Hutchinson-Keip (née Hutchinson) ‘80
“How the dining hall and meals have changed!
DSG was quite a small school back in the early 90s.
The whole school, including junior school would
fit into the ‘old’ section of the dining hall. When I
was in Std 2 – 5 (Grade 4 -7), mealtimes were my
favourite, as I could see my sister, who was then in
the Senior School. Us juniors would get to meals
early, as we stayed in Greystone. My sister was
in Merriman, so I would go and wait in absolute
anticipation, at the admin building for her to walk
around the corner, for my fix of hugs. A bell would
ring, and we would all congregate on the verandah
(the’new’ section of the dining hall). A further
bell would ring and we would enter the dining hall
in silence, and make our way to our table and seat
(each week a table listing was done by the prefects
- 2 girls per grade were seated at a table and you
were not allowed to swap out seats). We would
then have the teacher on duty say grace and then
we could sit. Juniors would fetch the meal from
the hatches and the matric at the table would dish
up for the whole table.
I just remember meals being a blur. Eat quickly, get
enough in to fill you up, standing in long lines to
get seconds of your favourites, which came around
occasionally (croissants or yoghurt) and then
another bell, stand up, closing grace and off to the
next thing! I almost forgot ‘stacking’ and clearing the tables, the junior’s jobs again! Always a
competition as to how many plates you could pile
up, one on top of the other, and carry away to the
stacking hatch.”
Alison Wienekus (née Pope) ‘97

“In Junior School, maybe Std 4 and 5, so Grade 6 and 7,
a group of us used to have toast eating competitions at
breakfast. We would spend our breakfasts in and out
of the toast line accumulating slices of toast, which we
would then smother with butter and marmalade. I think
the record was about 10 slices!”
Alison Wienekus (née Pope) ‘97

Queuing for more dessert - class of ‘80

“When sitting at the head of the table in matric, we had
bread eating competitions, which the little ones would love.
I am ashamed to say that when the bread got a bit dry and
hard to swallow - we encouraged them to pour some salt on
their hand, lick it, down a glass of water and then suck on a
wedge of lemon.”
Anonymous
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Memories... School Dances
“Back then we had to endure
dress check by the housemistress.
Our matron was inspired by Jane
Austin’s Pride and Prejudice. She
was a spinster waiting patiently,
year upon year, for the arrival of
her own Mr. Darcy but… he never
came. She was terribly old fashioned and uptight. She would pin
her hair back in a neat raven black
bun, which just enhanced the
severity of her tight lips and ever
watchful beady eyes. She was of
course against anything short, tight
or revealing in any way. No back or 1995- Cindy Playdon (néeBartlett), Lucy
Morgan-Grenville (née McIntosh), Taryn
bare shoulder was to be exposed,
King (née Shand), Sarah Bell (née Benno dress was to be higher than the
nett) Ashleigh Williamson (née Nel)
knee and standard issue “beach
bronze” stockings were to be worn
at all dances, like they some sort
of safety device. The other housemistress was well into her 70s
albeit beautiful and statuesque as
she used to glide from A to B. Her
posture was perfect and her manners faultless - she had no time for
out-spoken, untidy, ‘ragamuffins’.
As she sent us on our way after
we had passed dress check, she
would say “shoulders back, chin up,
please… just try and walk like ladies!”, which we simply translated
as “stick your chest out”, which we
did with gusto much to her
absolute horror!”
Victoria Mallett (nee Boucher) ‘95

22 May 2020
“Our beauty regime revolved
around mascara (heaps of it) lipgloss, eyeliner and the blemish
stick (Yardley, colour – oatmeal).
We would book in with Lucinda, a
very industrious 14 year old, who
had her own little eyelash dying
business in the hostel. She had a
big bottle of peroxide and black
dye, an ‘appointment’ would set
you back 2 bucks. It was strictly
forbidden to dye your hair, but
once in a while, Lucinda would let
us dip a few pieces of fringe in the
peroxide, this would give us a couple of summer streaks to complete
the look”.
Espin ‘95

“The tradition of the DSG meant that for all formal dances,
you could only wear white. Back then it was an amazing
kitsch mish mash of satin, chintz, taffeta and peach skin.
Everyone tried to stand out and come up with a design that
would set them apart from the rest, some spent a fortune
with their designer outfits, others just had their dresses
made by a little homemaker seamstress sewing from a
garage in Stutterheim and regardless of the cost and style…
we all looked the same, a sea of white. I am not surprised
that many of the guys mis-fired and ended up kissing a girl
that they did not arrive with!

Class of ‘95
1980 - Jane Halse, Shirley Pittaway, Wendy Jeffries and
Andrea Semple
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Chapel time
“Music meditation was something special. A couple
of pupils would choose a theme, obviously something
totally intense and deep like “lost love” and those in
charge, would spend hours choosing the appropriate songs. The music would be played non-stop with
equally deep and intense quotes, peppered throughout. It all took place in the darkness, and usually
one chose to sit somewhere on one’s own to think
about the ‘meaning of life’. The evening would be
filled with melancholic and haunting melodies from
the likes of Sinead O’Connor, Boys II Men and U2.
Tears would be shed by the truck-load, thankfully, the
cure was always a team hug, a cup of tea, a Marie
biscuit and a bit of Sunday night silliness back at the
dorm.”
Class of ‘95

Class of ‘95 - L-R: Lisa Steffny (nee Clark),
Beryl Lamb (nee Hockly),
Cathy Beckly (nee Lapping),
Lucy Morgan-Grenville (nee McIntosh) and
Jennifer Reynolds (nee Alexander)

School daze...

One of the best chapel times was ‘music meditation’. We
probably had about 2 or 3 of these per term. If I remember correctly it was about a 45 minute session of calming
music (the sacristans would put a play list together). You
could wear civvies and literally chill and spend some time
reflecting!
Alison Wienekus (nee Wienekus) ‘97

“Turning on hot... turning on cold... turning off.”
Shower water temp management at its best

“I remember on arrival at DSG in standard 6, I was
given a candle. I walked nervously down the aisle,
focussing on the flame and making sure it didn’t go
out. Father Silva welcomed us to our new home and
family.
At the end of matric, at our valedictory service,
we were given a lit candle. Father SIlva once again
wished us well for the future and bid us farewell, we
walked down the aisle and one by one, on exiting, we
blew our candles out. It was very symbolic and quite
dramatic. We jumped up and down with excitement
until we realised what it meant - then of course came
the tears and the group hugs. It is a wonderful tradition - I hope they still do it!”
Victoria Mallett (nee Boucher) ‘95

“Lammingtons for afternoon tea and Marie biscuits
after prep!”

“Boarding school is responsible for me having to hit
snooze 3 times on my phone before waking up...
RISING.... WARNING... BREAKFAST! Engrained for
life.”

“The hysteria following a call on the tikki box, after a
College boy invited you to a dance.”
“Brothers and others, the dreaded waiting game.
You were always waiting, pretending not to care
despite being dolled up in your florals and lip gloss.
Will my name be called ? Will I get a visitor?”
“Being picked up for a dance was terrifying, you
would be freezing but sweating at the same time.
The walk way towards College would be lined with
the youngsters cheering you on and shouting your
name. You just looked down and prayed you would
not make a fool out of yourself.”
“I was roomies with the most popular girl in the
school. Ordinarily, housemistresses would be terribly strict about each girl sticking to their side of the
the cubicle with regards to toiletries on the shared
bedside table. On Valentine’s Day, my roomate
was got such a ridiculous collection of roses, teddy
bears, chocolates and cards, that I had no choice but
to pretend half of them were mine, which suited me
just fine as long as I was paid in chocolate.”
“I somehow made it into Mr Judge’s chior, which
is uncanny as I did not let a peep come out of my
mouth during the audition - I simply went to support
a friend. The travesty was, that once I got in, I could
not get out and I am a terrible singer!”
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Our DSG girls, past and present...

Left to right:
		
		

Robyn Mills ‘83 with daughters - Josie Gerber ‘15, Cate Gerber ‘18, Georgie Gerber, grade 12, Morgan Cloete ‘18
(all Merriman House)
Jane Britz (née Gillespie) ‘98, Espin House, with daughter Sarah-Jane, grade 8, Knowling House.

The Fowlds clan and their offspring from four siblings: Sylvia Birrel ‘50, Colleen Rippon ‘60, Mary Stevens ‘55
(all Fowlds) and Bill Fowlds
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Lucy Morgan-Grenville (née McIntosh) ‘95, Crewe House, with daughter Francesca, grade 8
Yvette Quin (née Jacot-Guillarmod) ‘55, Espin House, with grandaughter Jemma, grade 12 (in Espin hoodies)
Unati Majeke ‘95, Crewe House, with daughter Philisa Masito, grade 12
Robyn Mills ‘83, Merriman House,with daugher Georgie Gerber, grade 12
Nicola Morton (née Russell) ‘94, Crewe House, with daughter Stella
Nickie Turner (née Buckland) ‘83, Espin House, with daugher Wendy-Mae
Erica Jones (née Faber) ‘88, Espin House with her daugther Anna, Knowling House
Jenny Murray ‘89, with family member, Lucy McAdam, Merriman House
Paula-Jane Phillips ‘14, Merriman House, with little sister Becca Phillips, grade 8
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Left to right:
Victora Ter Morhuizen (née Ireland),
Crewe House, ‘88 with Lucy grd 12
Leigh-Anne Lake, Espin ‘88, with dauthers
Lili, grade 4 and Georgi, grd 12
Sisters Camilla (‘91) and Diana (‘93) James
both Crewe House, with Diana’s daughter
Sophie Mackay, grd 8
Lynda Bowker, ‘90, Merriman House with
dauthers Kristen and Morgan du Plessis
Callie Barlow, ‘15, Crewe House with
cousin Lucy McAdam, grd 12, Merriman
House.

brotherhood and sisterhood.
the bond we share.
two schools.
one family.
I could do with a cold Friday night
sitting by the Astro.
I could do with a Saturday running
between hockey and netball, to
finish off the day with rugby in the
rain.
I could do with Girls in Green singing our school song.
I could do with Boys in Blue ‘moshpitting.’
Unfortunately, we have lost family
time.
However, I know that every Boy in
Blue and every Girl in Green will
overcome this. We do not back
down.
Sending strength and courage to
you all. I hope to be back with the
Canon soon, ready to roll.
Leigh Saywood (LS behind the
lens)
EN AVANT
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Term 2 Sport Begins!

St Andrew’s College • The Diocesan School for Girls

Music Festival

2020

This year was to have been the 10th Anniversary celebration of the Music Festival, which has involved approximately 100 entrants each year. The events of 2020 did
not allow us to celebrate the 10th anniversary – however,
after much deliberation, we decided to continue with the
Festival online. Understandably, we received fewer entries
than usual, but we are proud of the fact that most of the
performers featured were from St Andrew’s College, DSG,
and St Andrew’s Prep. On Monday evening at 19h00 the
event premiered on our social media platforms, and also
included performances by pupils from Victoria Primary
School, St Alban’s College in Pretoria and Richard Varha
High School in King Williams Town. Congratulations and
thank you to Mr Johan Pretorius and Mr Stephen Penney
for the work they put into organising the festival, and well
done to our pupils who performed outstandingly. We are
very proud of all of you!

18 - 21 MAY

DSG Newsletter

Michaela Blaine on the piano (JNR)

For more information contact Johan Pretorius - Cell 083 568 7027 | j.pretorius@sacschool.com

Belinda de Villiers
or Natasja Eksteen - n.eksteen@dsgschool.com
Director of Music

The entry form is available online: https://forms.gle/UYuerFk8NvhvPoid8
Closing date for entries: 1 May 2020

FESTIVAL PROGRAMME
Monday 18 May
09h00

Solo Category

19h00

Choir Festival

Hluma Xako on piano

DR Wynne Music School - DSG
SAC Centenary Hall
Erin Powers on the sax

Tuesday 19 May

Megan Wienekus on the
viola (JNR)

09h00

Solo Category

DR Wynne Music School - DSG

19h00

Ensemble Festival

SAC Centenary Hall

EN AVANT
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Make it count...

Our DSG girls are still at work helping their local communities in any
way they can! Special mention
must also be made of Bridget Swift,
Kate Cobbing and Suzanne de Villiers, for making facemasks for two
taxi associations and Fort England.

Erin Powers

Josie Apps

Lucy Pringle
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Casey Deetlefs volunteering at the SPCA in Tanzania

The very happy faces of the
children in the LIV Lukhanyiso community that our food parcel drive
has helped! Should you still wish to
contribute, please see details on the
following page.
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Alison Wienekus (nee Pope) with her
daugher Megan, helping her tie her
girdle for the first time.
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“A magical
adventure
awaits!”

